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BOAT GOLD COAST

S eventy percent of boat exteriors that are sun faded and dull do not need to be repainted. The 
surface needs to be just rejuvenated and brought back to life. 

Speed Detailing business owner, Lyndon Walker, knows the importance of looking after your 
boating asset and the value of presentation. Every job Speed Detailing carries out is different and 
requires a unique process and application to achieve the perfect result. 

If you are considering selling, trading-in, or getting an insurance appraisal for your boat, or just 
need your boat detailed properly, Speed Detailing can add value to your boat or luxury craft. “I can 
possibly help you make more money than what you initially thought you'd receive when selling your 
boat, by providing a service many consider to be a gifted art form. It’s the reason I started Speed 
Detailing – to provide the boating sector a service that is untouchable, and make your boat look like 
new again in every possible way as if as it was just off the showroom.”

Speed Detailing specialises in every facet of detailing imaginable, including interiors, exteriors, alloy 
and stainless steel polishing. The interiors are fully cleaned using the Speed Detailing method to 
look and smell brand new. “There is no job too big or too small for me to handle. I’m a passionate 
tradesman with unwavering attention to detail, and skills and work ethic matched with experience 
are second to none.” 

Speed Detailing offer obligation-free quote to restore your boat to new. “Every day, I receive calls 
from within Australia and internationally. The best news is, I come to you and do not charge for 
travel to and from location of your boat.”

Speed Detailing continues to set the highest of standards. Clients only have praises for the quality 
of service that they receive from Speed Detailing. David Spann, the director of Warrego Truck and 
Machinery Referral, has this to say:

“I recently engaged the services of Lyndon Walker at Speed Detailing to detail my 48ft Riviera 
Sport Fisher boat that we wished to sell based at Hope Island. After talking with Lyndon for only a 
few minutes, I knew he was the right man for the job. Not only was he prompt, but he also knew 
exactly what we needed to make the boat look its best. The vessel had a full machine cut and 
polish; windows were cleaned inside and out; and all the stainless steel and alloy were polished to 
perfection. The boat turned out far better than expected, it almost made me want to keep it. Since 
then, Speed Detailing has continued to impress by putting their special touch on a whole range of 
vehicles in our fleet.”

For more information, please contact Lyndon at 0457287192, 24 hours every day.  
Call now to get things moving.

MAKE YOUR VESSEL LOOK NEW 
WITH SPEED DETAILING


